Protocol for the Analysis of Laser Capture Microdissected Fresh-Frozen Tissue Homogenates by Silver-Stained 1D SDS-PAGE.
The heterogeneity present in solid tumors adds significant difficulty to scientific analysis and improved understanding. Fundamentally, solid tumor formation consists of cancer cells proper along with stromal elements. The burgeoning malignant process is dependent upon modified stromal elements. Collectively, the stroma forms an essential microenvironment, which is indispensable for the survival and growth of the malignant neoplasm. This cellular heterogeneity makes molecular profiling of solid tumors via mass spectrometry (MS)-based proteomics a daunting task. Laser capture microdissection (LCM) is commonly used to obtain distinct histological cell types (e.g., tumor parenchymal cells, stromal cells) from tumor tissue and attempt to address the tumor heterogeneity interference with downstream liquid chromatography (LC) MS analysis. To provide optimal LC-MS analysis of micro-scale and/or nano-scale tissue sections, we modified and optimized a silver-stained one-dimensional sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (1D-SDS-PAGE) protocol for the LC-MS analysis of LCM-procured fresh-frozen tissue specimens. Presented is a detailed in-gel digestion protocol adjusted specifically to maximize the proteome coverage of amount-limited LCM samples, and facilitate in-depth molecular profiling. Following LCM, targeted tissue sections are further fractionated using silver-stained 1D-SDS-PAGE to resolve and visualize tissue proteins prior to in-gel digestion and subsequent LC-MS analysis.